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Problem
Currently most Amateur, or 'Ham', Radio voice communication on the VHF/UHF bands is done 
using Analog FM equipment as there is a lack of a non-proprietary VHF/UHF Digital Voice 
Protocol for Amateur Radio use. A Protocol known as 'D-STAR' exists and is in use by a minority of 
the population, but is encumbered by the use of the proprietary AMBE Voice Codec. Use of this 
Codec requires purchase of a proprietary encoder/decoder IC, and subsequently has been popularly 
labelled as Encryption. For this reason the French Government has declared the use of D-STAR 
illegal under it's Amateur Radio Laws, denying it's Amateur Radio Users access to a VHF/UHF 
Digital Voice Protocol.

There is currently an open-source low-bitrate Voice Codec, known as Codec2, under heavy 
development. The source code is released under the GNU Lesser General Public License, in fitting 
with the open nature of Amateur Radio, and the author is keen for Development towards Amateur 
Radio use. This Voice Codec already performs on par with AMBE and other competing Codecs 
using lower data rates, potentially allowing the same quality of communication in more adverse RF 
conditions, or using a smaller bandwidth and so increasing the communication channels available in 
a given Frequency Allocation.

Aim
I intend to design and develop a VHF/UHF Digital Voice Communication Protocol using the 
Codec2 Voice Codec. The primary aim of this is to develop an alternative to the D-STAR protocol 
based on the Codec2 open-source Voice Codec. This should be cheap for the hobbyist to implement 
as well as being suitably open for Amateur Radio use. Secondary Aims will be in the regions of 
SNR margin improvement, reduction of required bandwidth and functionality using packet data sent 
alongside the Voice data. The protocol is aimed for use on Handheld Transceivers as well as 
Vehicle-mounted equipment, potentially using Fixed Repeater sites for increased range.

I intend to review all the possibilities available for technology that can be used in this Protocol, 
particularly in the areas of Modulation techniques, Coding Schemes and Forward Error Correction. 
The use of data headers alongside the Voice payload also presents an opportunity to allow routing 
and processing of the packet by a receiver, as well as transmitting GPS position and other 
information or telemetry from the transmitter.

Scope
I intend only to design and develop the Protocol using software simulation tools such as IT++. This 
will involve simulation of the RF Channel including complex effects such as Burst and Multipath 
Interference often experienced in a Mobile VHF/UHF Communication environment. Real-world 
Radio Path testing is not within the scope of this project due to the added complexity of hardware, 
but I will endeavour to achieve realistic simulations to investigate performance in real-world 
conditions.


